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The definition of the dynamic ar-
ticulatory organization of words accor-
ding to the cinema X-ray photography
data is based on the comparative analy—
sis of re larly resumed micromovements
(impulses , superglottal (tongue) and
glottal (the pre-laryngal part of the
pharynx) ones, in speech organs. The
analysistiesglted in the definition of

r c o
syIIabIe and thergo%idé§a§%iiaa8f1§h°
the consonantal and the vocalic types
of articulatory activity determined
by them.

It has been proved that the natu-
re of the word entirety can be defined
on the segmental level: syllables as
segments of CVCV word types unite due
to interconnection of modal indications.
This makes up the structural nature of
the word.

In home linguistics word has been
studied both as an entirety and as an in-
tersystematic unit for the last decade.

The entirety of word is understood
as the entirety of a syntagmatic unit;

,the analysis of phonemes and establish-
ment of regularity in their distr
and combination are considered toigggigg
on the entirety of the word and its in-
herent morphological and syntactical cha-
racteristics. Investigations in a number
of languages carried out by L.G.Zubkova
resulted in a series of universal and
typological regularities /1/. Phonemic
structure of the word is acknowledged as
gne of its universal properties. It he

can proved that distribution of phoneE
mes, first of all of consonants and th
ggncratg specificity of their dsition etigging mégpgggouni y with their phones,
typolggiggg natugecal properties, is of

g out regulariti
ganization of word entiretyegnothgh: :r-h
process is one of scantily explored prgctiggs of lin istics and psycholin E -

, as wel as of eneral and e 6“ 3'
mental phonetics. Deiection of d Iggic-
characteristic properties of allyghenome-

. entiret

na in a linguistic system is an indes—
pensable condition in defining the enti-
ty of language. In the process of speech
activity, and first of all of its pro-
duction and perception, language exists
as a social as well as a dynamic pheno-
menon, as an individual speech experien-
ce 0: egg personispeeking a living lan-
guag , e exper enoe which -

vestigated./10/ is to be in
method of cinema X-ra hcto -

phy worked out in the Laboraiogy ofgég-
gerimental Phonetics in Kiev Shevchenko
tate University serves to investigate

the perceptive and articulatory sound
manifestation of the word in its dyna-
mics, and not in statics. l4, 5, 7/
b The experimental material presented
ty cinema I-ray photography enables us

0 investigate the last link of speech
production - the direct process of syl-
i:ble formation and uniting syllables

to words as entireties. The object of
§esearch made by means of the cinema
-§ay pictures is in fact transient: it

r; lects results of the production of
e syllable as a most complicated com-

gzgent of speech activity, and at the
me : time, characteristics of sound 898‘
chgrgcéziigitionally called articulatory
semicilly in it. manifest themselves dye

linear succession of c ma -
iizges obtained at the rate ofnze-Sé ray
com 93 Per second, was transformed into
aibggrative schemes, which made it pos-
ry 2° mgegbzggvghzz the interval of eve-

_ ges occurr
superglottal part of the .p..§§‘.%§.§§3
tus.

The detection of d ami‘
tory tendencies workingygn t§e8:::::i:ed

y of Russian CV syllables in d1-syllabic words was thof th _ e main objective
ted hgrginema x-ray photographs presen-

Egihggieoi Precessing °f the experimen-

the art;r 31 33 Well as segmentation of

out in aculatOry °°nt1nuum were carried

bed by t§§°§3§§3§ '32high68modes descri-

ticulgge definitions 3: the notions "ar-
vocal: ory dyn3m1°5", "consonantal and

c activity tyP°3"u ”modal and qua-
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litative indication3"used in this paper

are based on the analysis of the micro—

movements occurring regularly in the su-

perglottal and glottal speech organs, but

being differently performed in the arti-

culations of consonants and vowels.Con-

ventional abbreviations TI and PLI mean

superglottal and glottal activity accord-

ingly. The superglottal activity mani—

fests itself by impulsive muscular cont-

ractions of the tongue (in the form of

clasping and unolasping movements). The

glottal activity is relized by impulsive

downward and upward movements in the pre-

larynx zone of the pharynx (PLI). The su—

perglottal activity is different with

consonants and vowels: with consonants

it is intermittent and frequently resu—

med, which results in the development

and the establishment of a certain form

of the tongue (the consonant activity

type); with vowels it is respectively

continuous and leads to the muscular

contraction of the whole tongue, and

consequently to the increase of the su-

perglottal resonator (the vocalic acti—

vity type). The glottal activity (PLI)

is realized uninterruptedly from the be—

ginning of the segment (the syllable,

the word) and up to its completion./6, 9/

The rate of downward and upward mo-

vements in the pre—laryngal part of the

phargnx (PLI) is lower with consonants

and igher with vowels. The rate of mo-

vements (contractions) of the tongue

(TI) at the beginning of a CV-syllable

is higher during the consonant and lower

during the vowel articulation.

The correlation of such parametres

of the tongue (TI) and the pre-laryngal

impulses (PLI) as the rate of develop-

ment, duration, amplitude, synchroniza-

tion - nonsynchronization of matching

have been basic ones for the definition

of a new notion - that of modal articu-

latory indications of syllables and

words. It's according to these indicati-

ons that the consonantal and the vocalic

types of articulatory activity are dis-

cerned. /7/ '
The superglottal activity (TI) is

responsible mainly for qualitative, and

the glottal activity (PLI) for modal vo~

calic indications of the syllable and the

word as entireties. The notion of articu-

latory dynamics implies first of all mo-

des of development of articulatory ef-

forts, modal indications /6, 9
The articulatory dynamics of words

of the’CVCV and cvhv types was analysed

and described by comparing the modes the

consonantal' and the vocalic activities

are realized. The results of the analys-

is are illustrated with the words

fjaga/ and /3£ga/.
According to the obtained data, the

CVCV model is characterized 1) by articu-

latory tension within the first syllable,

which manifests itself both in the cont-

rastive dynamics of its components and

in the greater duration of the syllable

peak (the vowel); 2) by relative separa-

teness of the dynamics of the Ist and

the 2d syllables, which is evident from

the contrast of interruptedness - unin-

terruptedness of the TI cycles and from

the rate difference of PLI at the sylla-

ble boundary.
Though vocalic activity comes to

its maximum at the end of the first syl-

lable, the articulation sonority grows

towards the end of the word: from inter-

ruptedness to greater uninterruptedness

of TI, from the greater to the lower

uninterruptedness of PLI. The continuity

of articulatory dynamics in the word of

the CVCV type manifests itself in two

ways and can be represented 1) by the TI

line in which the growing rate of rene-

wing TI is followed by deceleration and

becomes minimal at the end of the first

syllable, while in the second syllable

the transition from the higher rate to

the lower rate of renewing TI is shorte-

ned; 2) by the PLI line where the higher

rate (interruptedness) in the first syl-

lable is followed by the lower rate and

then, in the second syllable, the rene-

wed impulses grow mcre frequent. Both

lines correlate in rate indications.

A mutual compensation of the two growing

amplification types seems to take place.

This makes the articulatory dynamics of

the word uninterrupted and entire (Fig.0
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Consequently, the CVCV word t e is one
of the existing organizationsygf the
uninterrupted integrity of the word. The
peak of sonority is next to the second
syllable. This syllable completes the
growth of amplification developed within
the word, making up its high-rated short-
ened final phase. The end of the first
syllable, the moment of its peak is ac-
companied by the growth of amplitude of
PLI and their greater uninterruptedness,
which matches the uninterruptedness of
TI. There is every reason to regard these
facts as manifestation of the growing
tension, as indications incarnating the
unity of syllables as well as stress in
the word of the CVCV type. Maximum of ac-
tivity, both superglottal (tongue activi-
tireangrgligdzl' which is prosodic by na-

, s e stion of stress.€ n able to the realiza-

In the CVCV word t e th
syllables is attained dig to : ggéggalf
gfifrelation of the development of TI and

The integrity the unit of th
ignents in the first syllablg manifgsggm
fsglfmi: :hat stiower rate and duration

a c e
lower rate 0? the dévéfggfigitdgfafitinifind
the initial part of the syllable, chan-
ging further into some other correlation
n which he greater unint
duration) of TI matches t§§r§§§§%giss

interruptedness (brevit ) of PL
development favours theyinitialaigcgf
the syllable to become a vocalic thre-
:figlgiofdthelword peak, owing to a syn-

crate incrzzgiggment of TI and PLI, their

The correlation of th
second syllables in the cvgvfiigg :;get?e
of a ggculiar type. a

e organization mo e1 of
tory dynamics in the CVCg word :;;:c::a-
:embles the impulsedeveloping acco -

o the scheme of rising sonority: a barmonious vocalic beginning, when the fi -tsyllable conditions the development ofrsaegtignghgogignantal-vocalic peak comple-word E.the vowgljocalic segment of the

he amplification of the
ghetfirog%§;nce of the stressedpggglablg'to e word type is attained 1) due

1a contrastive, mutually compensatinizdziiogfigi syllables according to their
ca ions: the co

giowing tension of the ton:::c(TI? gidthe

.13 £22533“: éiii’rinifihi m“ ”11“the intersyllabic trangitiozYeIgpfiint Ofpromotes the development of modal 1:3toons in the second syllable, which ica-andeggpensate the absence of contras:eemPLI e relative equivalence of TI 32) ignthe first syllable (Fig.2)- andTI 0 d g to a synchronic development 1an LI at the head of the second gyl
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lable and to the growing rate of deve-
lopment of these mpulses connected with
synchronization; 3) due to further non-
synchronous yet contrastive development
of TI and PLI, as compared with the final
syllabic segment; a maximum of vocalic
intensification of TI is observed, which

metastases metastasis"
component of the syllable increases as
well as the vocalic completion of the
word; 4) owing to the rowing number of
amplifications of PLI three PLI's cor-
relate with a single TI which unites the
end of the consonant and the vowel).

UL-‘gal flrA
I PLI

The growth of amplification and du-ggtigglofithe components in the secondthe cone 3 caused by different reasons:
chronousonant grows longer owing to 573'and 81°stactions of the superglottalspeedin al amplifications and theirvowel- g-up before they unite with thewel inc uration and sonority of the V0'. rease in consequence of lengthe‘ning the impulse of the tongue activity
the ha

gomeapreigtgieiheuz°n8ue contraction be—

imult Y interru t

pro-1fgneogilim u: 8 fregugggyggg the

y¥ge '101‘8 0Ea:

takes place~ tht . e beginni ‘oghggevgtglthe end of r1?8r§§ giéigginz
y able is notable for a greater
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rate of TI and a lower rate of PLI; the-

ir and is distinguished by the reverse

correlation. Here the consonant shares

with the vowel the function of syllable

formation to a greater extent than the

consonant of the second syllable. Conse-

quently, the beginning of the word is

realized as growth of vocalic activity.

Further, continuity changes into inter-

ruptedness, that is into a synchronous

inclusion of TI and PLI going at a higher

rate. The second segmentof the word,

which involves the beginning of the con-

sonant and the moment of its joining the

vowel, makes up the beginning of the peak

of the word organization. The final word

segment is represented by a vowel, which

dynamics differs by the combination of

maximum continuity of TI (the maximum

lengthening of the contraction phase of

the last TI in the word) and a simulta-

neous maximum interruptedness (frequen-

cy) of the PLI in the word. This results

in the amplification of the vowel, that

is of the end of the second syllable,

and accordingly in the amplification of

vocalic characteristic and in the sono-

rity of the word and. Within the word of

the CVCV type, as well as in the sylla-

ble, acts a dynamic model, i.e. an im-

pulsgmada up by the following scheme of

mate ing superglottal tongue) and glot-

tal (prelaryngal)amplification(F18o )-
Thus pre-laryngal amplifications

play the leading part in making up the

integrity of the word: its common ascen-

ding line (the first stage of develop-

ment) going from higher to lower inter-

ruptedness, that is from lower to higher

frequency of occurance, unites the ini-

tial syllable and the consonant of the

second syllable. Their following resump-

tion adjoins the vowel to the consonant

of the second syllable, making it more

durative and sonorous. The sonority of

the consonant in the second syllable de-

pends on the first ascending line of the

development of PLI. Thus voicing of con-

sonants in the Russian speech is an in-

dication stipulated by the organization

of word as entirety.
The second stage of the resumed

amplifications of PLI is marked by a lo-

wer rate and a greater amplitude of im-

pulses. This stage serves to complete

the prominence of the end of the word.

All said above enables us to main-

tain that the articulatory organize ion

of the word as an entirety (the CVO and

CVGV models) can be defined (at the seg-

mental level) as a phenomenon realized

in the correlation of modal indications

of syllables; within syllables it is

realized in the correlation of consonan—

tal and vocalic activity. The unity of

syllable components as'well as syllables

depends on modal indications.

The analysis which has been carried

out gives reason to maintain that the

described models (schemes) of word arti-

culation are originated and produced as

entireties. These entireties have their

own maxima, and.the shapes of their de-

velopment before and after the maxima

are not identical. The segments of each

model are mutually conditioned. Thus iso-

morphic character of both models mani—

fests itself. There is every reason to

speak, on the one hand, about isomorphism

of the articulatory formation of sylla-

bles within words, and, on the other

hand, about the organization of words.

The segment that embodies the arti-

culatory maximum is most likely the defi-

ning segment in each model. The models

'CVCV and CVUV differ in the way of their

modal organization and position of that

segment.
Changes in the rate of glottal and

superglottal impulsation and ways of the-

ir matching are the crucial mechanism of

realization of the segmental or anization

of the word, the dynamic and ar iculato-

ry structure of the word, as a unit of

speech production.
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